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“berner hempire was recorded in 1969, but was left unreleased until the death of musikhjornalisten
hermann schulz in 1991. at that time the label’s boss and her boyfriend, peter schulz, were looking
for stuff to put out, but for one reason or another, the album never came out, and didn’t come out

for about a decade. but in 2012, it came out on vinyl, and it immediately became a big success. it’s a
great record, and it was kind of a unique and very good record. and, it was very important record for

a lot of people because it was the first really good record of the troggs since magic christian in
1966.” “the single, ‘hempire’, was a very dark and beautiful song. it was one of the few troggs that
was written by one of the band members. it was written by ron as a song for the album and then we

overdubbed a lot of instruments. it was an interesting song because it was meant to have a very
slow feeling and kind of dark atmosphere to it. the band were just having a lot of fun and stuff like

that at the time. i was trying to have a feeling of the river of life and all the things going around. it’s
kind of an upbeat kind of song but it’s also sort of sad. it had a really dark kind of atmosphere about
it and a very interesting vibe. it was something that was quite different from the rest of the band’s
music, as far as the instruments and the whole thing. it was very interesting to listen to.” berner

hempire is a majestic and desolate sea, under the crushing weight of the gers, a harsh and
unforgiving desert. all ships from the suezian empire sink in the waters of berner hempire, leaving
ships from the southern continent of neloren, or the western continent of loedin, to sail the desert

seas. but its sailors are not alone, pirates lurk among the crashing waves, waiting for their chance to
pillage unsuspecting ships. the most renowned pirate in berner hempire is known as shovon, the
black ghost, and the greatest challenge in the world is that he doesn't die. at the beginning of the
year, a ship carrying the treasures of the suezian empire was destroyed by a pirate vessel and the

treasure was recovered by the suezian navy. after that, the navy sent shovon to seek revenge on the
pirates who destroyed their treasure. in this world, you are a captain of a wooden ship with your

crew of pirates, and you must engage shovon in the deserts of berner hempire to finish what shovon
started. enjoy this story that is similar to the game rogue-like. 5ec8ef588b
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